MEET LOOKATENT

Lookatent is currently having an agreement with Hilton Hotel to launch the kids’ tent can find every Shinsegae Department Store, Hyundai Department Store in Korea.

01. Hilton Hotel
Two types of Lookatent are now available in Hilton Hotel Kid’s room.

02. Store Department Store
Bean’s Forest Lookatent is now available at 21 different Department Store all over the Korea.

03. Lookatent with Celebrity
Lookatent is getting attention and loved by famous celebrities
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02 WHALE FOOD TRAY
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07 MIFFY TOOTHBRUSH HOLDER
08 FOOD TRAY
09 SPOON & FORK SET
10 ELEPHANT FOOD TRAY
11 STAINLESS TABLEWARE SET
BRAND VISION

The world in the forest to increase children’s self-confidence.

Bean’s forest will make effort to open up the children’s self-confidence and creativity using Imagination of the fairy tale world, unique design and ±1 function.

Children will have various surprising experience to nap in the bean’s wood house, to play in the rainbow playground, to enjoy exciting adventure activities with lovely animals.

We will as watch as children’s line of sight, we will as imagine as children’s perspective.

BRAND HISTORY

2012.12  Republic of Korea Presidential Talent Award
2013.02  Korea-Israel Creative Economic Development Prize
2013.07  Legal Establishment of Social Bean Co., Ltd.
2013.11  Registration of Social Bean Co., Ltd. Factory
2013.12  Korea National Representative for Asian Exchange Foundation
2014.01  World Invention Intellectual Property Association Special Prize
2014.05  Registration of the Social Bean Company Research Center Prize
2014.08  Asia LOHAS Invention Competition Grand
2014.11  Original Invention Competition Presidential Prize
2015.10  International Exhibition of Inventions of Germany Best Invention Prize, Gold Medal Prize
2016.02  Venture Business Registration
SAFE MATERIAL

Bean’s Forest products use harmlessness material to human body to take responsibility for kid’s safety and health.

01. Stainless Steel

Stainless steel does not get rusty and it is clean and sanitary. It usually used to make clothes rack, shoe rack, kitchen utensil.

02. Silicon

This silicon, eco-friendly material extracted from the stone, is typical advanced material for the future. It is now possible due to Latest technology and has not been found any environmental hormone.

03. PLA

It is eco-friendly base material that extract from corn starch and it does not contain any environmental hormone or harmful substances.
LOOKATENT

+3~10Month / 160 ×150cm

“Develop your children’s independence”

LOOKATENT provides children with their own space. As they have a homing instinct it gives them emotional stability.
Lookatent is developing gradually. Unlike other tents, look into Lookatent 6 different features.

**Lookatent Design**

- Ivory
- Pink
- Little Scandy
- Hello Pony
- Rainbow Elephant
- Theme Forest
- American Indian
- Around The World
- Jurassic Park
- Little Hero
- Pink Dream
- Little Journey
- Serengeti Animal
- Petit Hangul
- Under The Sea
- Looka Mat Gray
- Looka Mat Ivory
- RGB LED-Light
- Rainbow-colored LED
WHALE FOOD TRAY

“Fun meal time with a cute whale”

Whale Food Tray was safely manufactured by environment-friendly sugar cane (BIO-PE). Please make children form good habits with Whale Food Tray.

SAFE MATERIAL

BIO-PE

Whale Food Tray was safely manufactured by environment-friendly sugar cane (BIO-PE).
WHALE FOOD TRAY

DESIGN

Material: BIO-PE / PP
Size: 35.5×21×4.9cm
Weight: 180g
Temperature: 0℃~100℃

WHALE FOOD TRAY

ADVANTAGES

Made with two different colors, pink and blue, will improve customer satisfaction. Have a great meal with our well-make whale food tray.

Use a cup by inserting it into the product.

It is convenient to store it because there is a lid.

It’s convenient because it consists of 5 spaces.

The bottom’s rubber pads

A lid without rubber pads

Can store by hanging the tail of the food tray.
Different types of teether will enhance the satisfaction.

A baby goes through gum pain and itching as teething takes place about three months after birth. BEAN’S FOREST teether helps relieve their stress by gently massaging their gums.
**PEELED TEETHER**

**DESIGN**

- Material: TPE
- Size: 7.3×11.3×6.3cm
- Age: 3 Month
- Company: Socialbean

**PEELED TEETHER**

**ADVANTAGES**

- A teether helps relieve their stress by gently massaging their gums.
- It's Sanitary to TPE fusil method - saliva and other foreign substances cannot go into them, enabling hygienic use and management.
- Easy-holding teether - Finger holes prevent children from losing hold of the product.
- Hygienic holder - Even if a child puts it on the ground it remains hygienic thanks to its holder.
- Relieve gum stress
- Light Weight - It's easy to hold thanks to its lightness.
MINI TEETHER

MINI TEETHER DESIGN

Material : TPE
Size : 6.5x6x2cm
Age : 3Month
Company : Socialbean

Mini Teether Banana  Mini Teether Corn

MINI TEETHER ADVANTAGES

It’s Sanitary to TPE fusil method saliva and other foreign substances cannot go into them, enabling hygienic use and management.

Easy storage
Can be used by hanging a string at the end of the brush.

Sensory Development
The protrusions at the end of the brush help the child develop sensation

Small And Cute Design
Everybody likes it because it is made with cute and small design

Mini bana&corn come in the form of peeled corn and bananas.
TROPHY TEETHER

DESIGN

Material: TPE
Size: 6×6.5×6cm
Age: 3Month
Company: Socialbean

TROPHY TEETHER

ADVANTAGES

Trophy teether will help baby’s tooth development and the tooth to grow well by chewing the teether.

Safe design
There are ventilation holes considering the safety of the baby, you can use without worrying the safety.

Easy to hold
The handle is made of ergonomic design that is easy to hold lightly.

Various types of touch
The variety of the teether design could stimulate the baby’s gum and bring more comfortable feeling.

The effect of reducing the gumstress
It gently stimulates the child’s gums and relieves stress from the pain and itching.
TPE PACIFIER

0~6, 6~18Month / 7.3×11.3×6.3cm

“Bean’s Forest Pacifier – prevent open bite”

TPE is strong and soft, and is also fit for use in medical equipment. TPE materials prevent water and germs from entering by adopting a jetting method.

SAFE MATERIAL

TPE

TPE means thermoplastic elastomer. The feeling is similar to rubber and it has quality going back to original condition solubly if it is applied by heat.